Sternreiter
clocks from Berea, Ohio

This American office clock is a timepiece that will immediately harken the romance of
yesteryear. Traditional, beautiful, practical. Sternreiter uses the finest quality materials
and practices. This clock has an eight-day, Westminster chime, German movement with
a clear day, date, and month readout. The Ithaca is also available in a country oak finish.
SW 808 786 08 Ithaca
13” x 27” x 5”
• German-made case and movement, reproduction of a Nineteenth Century, double-dial
American calendar clock
• Eight-day movement with Westminster chime on rods
• Second multi-function dial shows day, date, and month
• Hinged brass and glass bezels
• Solid hardwoods with deep, American cherry finish, medium gloss
• Also available with American-oak finish, medium gloss (SW 808 786 04)
Also pictured on page 15 of our 2003-2004 white North Coast Imports catalog.

This timepiece has a classic design that has been around for generations. The German
Box Clock style was avidly produced since Gustav-Becker introduced it in the early part
of the TWentieth Century. This piece by Sternreiter is the finest (and to our knowledge
the only) example available in America today.
The glass is beveled and leaded in a simple Bauhaus, or Shaker design. The solid-brass
trim has an elegant brushed finish. The case is made of thick and solid hardwood boards
and has a medium-gloss walnut finish.
Most importantly, this clock sounds the Westminster melody and strike on long chime
rods. These are not the short chime rods found on most spring-wound clocks in this price
range. Instead, this piece has a deep and rich sound similar to that of a Grandfather
Clock.
SW 818 160 03 Bauhaus
11” x 23” x 7”
• NEW! French-walnut finish, semi-gloss
• Mechanical wall, Westminster chime on LONG CHIME RODS
• Eight-day
• All solid-wood case
Also pictured on page 17 of our 2003-2004 white North Coast Imports catalog.
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This traditional wall clock has two versions of display. The top bonnet is removable so
that the owner can display it according to his or her moods or decor. Without the top
gives the clock a strong and stately look with its square top. WIth the top attached
provides a more elegantly finished look. The clock is available in a medium-gloss,
French-walnut finish (pictured) or a medium-gloss antique oak finish.
SW 808 793 03 Handel
11” x 23” x 7”
• German-made case and movement
• Eight-day movement with Westminster chime on rods
• Removable bonnet
• Three pieces of crystal glass
• Solid hardwoods with deep, French-walnut finish
• Also available with antique-oak finish, medium gloss (SW 808 793 04)

This traditional wall clock is our least-expensive mechanical wall clock. It’s elegant
appeal fits in any traditional decor, be it European or American.
SW 808 630 07 Emily
12” x 21” x 6”
• German-made case and movement
• Eight-day movement with Westminster chime on rods
• Solid hardwoods with deep mahogany finish
Also pictured on page 16 of our 2003-2004 white North Coast Imports catalog.

These castle clocks are modern versions of the medieval “Waaguhr.” In 1640 The wagon-the-wall clock was the first mechanical clocks that was affordable by the new middle
class in Europe. Its simple design allowed for only one hand indicating hours. The
average person of the Seventeenth-Century had previously measured time with only
three times of day: sunrise, high noon, and sunset. These clocks are great conversation
pieces, great gifts, and are the least expensive mechanical clocks available.
WW 801 677 00 (left) and WW801 504 00 (right, with cast brass dial)
6” x 9” x 4”
• German-made case and movement
• Eight-day, weight driven movement
• Modern clocks have solid-brass mechanism and two hands for hours and minutes
• Drop-off hourly bell strike
Also pictured on page 10 of our 2003-2004 white North Coast Imports catalog.
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MM 808 146 08 Lincoln
14” x 10” x 5”
• Mechanical tambour
• German-made, 8-day, Westminster movement
• Chime on rods
• Brass and crystal-glass bezel, hinged doors in
front and back
• Solid wood case with American cherry finish

Sternreiter clocks use the finest casemakers and movement makers from around the world to create
timepieces which delight and inspire American collectors and enthusiasts. Most of these clocks are
designed, assembled and controlled for quality in our shop in Berea, Ohio. Our family business
comprises over 50 years of experience and love for fine clocks and timepieces.
Please take your time to peruse this brochure as well as other publications from North Coast Imports
and we’re sure you will find something suitable for every taste and budget. If you have any questions
for us give us a call or write us an email. Whether you are purchasing a clock for the first time, or if you
are a seasoned collector, we always enjoy talking to people who share our love and interest for fine
timepieces.

MM 808 119 04 Brahms
17” x 9” x 4”
• Mechanical tambour
• German-made, 8-day, Westminster movement
• Chime on rods
• Brass and crystal-glass bezel, hinged doors in
front and back
• Solid wood case with medium oak finish (pictured),
also available with American cherry finish
(MM 028 119 08)

QM 028 119 04
Brahms
17” x 9” x 4”
• Quartz tambour (also pictured on page 38)
• German-made quartz movement with Bom-bam
and Westminster chime, automatic night
shut-off switch, volume control
• Brass and crystal-glass bezel, hinged doors in
front and back
• Solid wood case with medium oak finish (pictured),
also available with American cherry finish
(QM 028 119 08)
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Elias Ingraham (1805-85), a cabinet maker, was
commissioned by George Mitchell to design and build a
new style of clock case. Ingraham came to work for
Mitchell in May of 1828 and eventually designed the sharp
gothic clock case in about 1845. This “steeple clock” style
has ever since been one of the most popular designs in
American cabinetry. It has been copied and redesigned
countless times over the last two centuries.
The New Haven steeple clock from Sternreiter is named
for the town in Connecticut which holds some of America’s
most beautiful examples of gothic architecture. Available
with either mechanical or quartz Westminster chimes, the
New Haven features a reverse-painted glass which harken
the beauty and complexity of a gothic cathedral’s rose window.

MM 808 381 08 New Haven
11” x 21” x 5” (pictured left)
• 8-Day mechanical Westminster with shut-off
• Swinging brass pendulum visible through
reverse painted glass
• Antique brass hinges, door handle, metal dial
• Solid hardwood case with medium-gloss
American cherry finish

87086 002300
12” (pictured far left)
• Anniversary clock
• Glass dome
• Brass base
84776 002300
9” (pictured left)
• Anniversary clock
• Glass dome
• Brass base

QM 028 381 08 New Haven
11” x 21” x 5”
• Quartz movement with Bim-bam and
Westminster chime, automatic night shut-off
switch, volume control
• Swinging brass pendulum visible through
reverse painted glass
• Antique brass hinges, door handle, metal dial
• Solid hardwood case with medium-gloss
American cherry finish

Sternreiter Anniversary clocks are made in Germany
with the finest and most-accurate quartz movements
available.
These clocks are the traditional gift items for
Anniversaries and weddings. They are interesting,
inexpensive, and very beautiful.

Chiming Anniversary clocks
84639 002315
9” (pictured right)
• Glass dome
• Brass base
• Quarter-hour chime with
Westminster and Ave
Maria melodies

86019 002320
12” (pictured far right)
• Glass dome
• Brass base
• Westminster melody on the hour
• Moonphase
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